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Wlint long-silent echoes the Franklin D. Roosevelt must have stirred
to life among the blue hills crowding
the Missouri river ns its deep-throated blasts heralded its arrival at
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Columbus University Press has estimated, there would he 38 Christians,
If the population of the world, ap10 Confucianists and Taoists, 12
proximately 2,000,000,000 people, were Hindus, 11 Mohammedans, 10 Anlreduced proportionately, according to mists, 8 Buddhists, 1 Shintoist, and
religious faith, to 100 persons, the 1 Jew.
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lobbyist registration measure.
Actually, I believe that the investigation will do no more than ruin reputations of some few people. Such an
inquiry will not stop lobbying. It will
not even curb or reduce lobbying. As
long as Individuals have property the
value of which may be affected ope
way or the other by federal legislation,
just so long will individuals seek to
influence their representatives and senators in congress. It seems to me to
be a perfectly natural and normal
thing, and without defending the slimy
type of lobbying and the raw or crooked deals that may come from lobbying,
the voters have a right to express their
views to their representatives.
The Irony of the present situation
is that undoubtedly there will be no
reference in either investigation to the
tremendous activity carried on by the
American Federation of Labor lobbyists or the lobbyists for the American
Legion or the lobbyists for certain
groups such as the pacifists or the radical supporters of Russian types of
government. Nor is it likely that the
correct picture of administration pressure upon the last two sessions of con
gress will be disclosed.
• We*tern Newspaper
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ever had were

family. . There were
eight
family, one child
died young. The father’s name was
Reliability, the mother’s Responsibility. They were each well named. The
father had the respect and confidence
of all he met in business —people, even
strangers, felt him to be trustworthy.
The mother played her part, too; after
visiting her household, one could be
assured that she carried her part of
the home making for her husband and
their six children, adding more duties
each day to her already full program.
Her name was Responsibility and she
lived up to it. One would naturally
expect a strong family of children from
Ability

such parents, and such was the case.
Their first child, who grew to be
strong and stalwart, they named Respectability. He was an upright chap.
He thought well of himself and Justly
so, for he lived persistently at his best.
The second child was named Stability, for at an early age he evidenced
decided firmness of character. He wns
sure footed and steady as a rock. His
opinions were always real convictions
to him.
After a few years passed another
child was born to this interesting family, not as strong in health as the first
two children, but patient unto long
endurance, with never a word of complaint This child was calm and often
silent with an inner reserve and
strength that won from his friends
great admiration and love. His parents called him Durability.
The fourth child was a joy to its
mother. Nothing ever seemed to go
wrong when this little fellow wns
about. Everyone loved him as he
grew up, because he was thinking constantly of others. He would change
his plans to accommodate others if
need be. Unselfishness was his watchword. His name was Adaptability.
One child died young. Peevish and
ill-tempered, he grew quite apart from
the family traits. His name was Irritability. He was too unhappy to live
long.
After the death of Irritability the
Ability family was again augmented
by two, when the twins came. Happy,
good natured, lovable pair of youngsters they were. They brought sunshine and joy wherever they went.
Everybody agreed that they should be
called Affability and Compatability!
So this is the Ability family. How
many of them have you met in your
circle of friends? Do yon wonder the
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Careful analysis of government
finances in the last 12 months shows
that federal revenues
Finances
were sufficient to
/
Analyzed cover what Mr.
•
Roosevelt characterizes as ordinary’ government costs.
He means by that the expenses of the
regular establishments of government
and excludes all of the so-called emergency agencies, of which there are now
some sixty-odd. This condition reveals
that federal taxes are about the only
Item in governmental affairs or in
private business that have completely
recovered from depression effects. Recovery has been sufficient to make the
total revenues virtually the same as
those received under the Hoover administration In the fiscal year of 19291930. It shows also that Mr. Roosevelt has not reduced the cost of ordinary running expenses of the government as he had planned when he became President.
I mentioned earlier a comparison of
the public debt now and in 1916. Let
us take another date, namely, 1919.
At that time the outstanding debt was
$26,594,000,000. The annual interest
charge on that debt was just short of
one billion dollars. Today with a
much larger outstanding debt, the annual interest charge" amounts to only
$820,000,000 per year.
This seems almost paradoxical but
the answer lies in the interest rate the
government is paying.
In 1921 the
average rate of interest calculated on
all different types of government securities outstanding was 4.34 per cent
At the present time It is less than 3
per cent So credit must be accorded
the treasury for Its gradual reduction
In interest rates. Ten years ago an
effort was made to market securities
at gradually lower interest rqtes. It*
did nob .succeed fully because private
business was demanding capital and
private business was paying higher
interest rates. In the last five or six
years private business has called for
very little money. Government securities and the law of supply and demand
operated to allow the treasury to sell
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In the meantime and maybe as a result of the excitement over the Brewster charge, Senator
Look Into Black, an Alabama
Lobbying Democrat, started
fireworks in the senate. He Is prepared to create investigating machinery in that end of the
Capitol to determine what influence
the utility lobbyists have exerted.
That investigation also will go beyond
the utility lobbyist phase. It is scheduled to dig up dirt on lobbyists for
other legislation. Thus far there has
been little mention of administration
activities around the senate.
But, as in the case of the house Investigation, it appears now that the
senate investigation has a double purpose. It will be recalled that Senator
Black fostered a bill requiring all
lobbyists in Washington to register at
the Capitol, to show their connection,
to show what salaries or other compensation they receive and to make
public certain types of correspondence
passing between them and the people
whom they represent. The gossip is
that the senator’s bill, although It
passed the senate without difficulty,
will have hard sledding in the house.
Senator Black appears to be proceeding on the theory that the investigation will create additional atmosphere
and public demand for passage of the
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doubt or lose faith in government
bonds, the credit of the government
can be said to be impaired. No nation
of self-respecting people desires that
thing to happen. It has long been a
recognized truism that if a United
States government bond was not worth
Its face value, the money we. have and
the rights we exercise as citizens likewise become Impaired In value and
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